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ABOUT CAROLINE KARP

Being a performance artist has led Caroline to travel, paint, and
establish
studios in DC, Kauai, and her home base of Tampa Bay. Her artwork
takes on the flavor of the areas she paints, reaching collectors in
tune with the energy of expression that she puts out.
As an observer of the land, sea, weather, and buildings, she
embodies the essence of the experience into her art.
Caroline creates a sacred space when she has an audience, whether
painting, hosting a podcast, or a retreat. People are invited to share
their hearts and souls, be authentic, feel connected and allow
creativity to flow. As a Plein Air painter, she captures places and
moments using an expressionistic perspective. She likes to pull
away from the "realness" intuitively, focusing on suggestions of
objects and how they interact with nature, light, and even sound.
She is mindful of how the light hits something at different parts of
the day.
In some ways, her life has been about four things. Art, spirituality,
nature, and the well-being of humankind. For Caroline making a
painting is like falling in love. Her work tends to be bold, and a lot
of passion and emotion comes along with the process. It is the
journey into uncertainty, an awakening of the heart.
Caroline feels honored that her paintings have been commissioned
by people worldwide, including celebrities like supermodel Kate
Upton and MLB player Justin Verlander. She takes pride in her
paintings hanging on walls around the globe.
Caroline hosts a weekly podcast called, Behind the Art Inspiration.
It's a conversational-style podcast where she shows a sneak peek
into the studio practices of all types of international artists.

A VIEW OF THE GEORGETOWN LUTHERAN CHURCH

This view of the historic Georgetown Lutheran church was painted in front of a live audience
during the DC Art All Night event in Georgetown.
When the sun goes down the sky turns a beautiful shade of blue. The stars come out and the
lights illuminate. It’s my favorite time to paint.

KIND WORDS…

“I believe this is an exhibition worth presenting in an
in-person gallery setting to give the public an
opportunity to engage with the works included in this
collection and experience a glimpse of the positive
vision the artist Caroline Karp has sharing with the
world” I recommend Sails, Souls and Sparkles for
exhibition opportunities.

Sergio Gomez
Sergio P. Gomez, M.F.A.
Co-founder Art NXT Level
Curator/Director of Exhibitions, Zhou B Art Center

“Caroline has a love for life, art and nature. I believe
this shows in each of her paintings and how she paints
with such passion. It has been a privilege to work with
Caroline and I have truly enjoyed displaying her
beautiful paintings in our City Galleries.”

Christine McWilliams
Museum & Cultural Center
“In all things, I found Caroline much like her paintings.
Rather than coming about, Caroline opened her soul to
me, and especially to my explorations into and
interpretations of the work. A committed and aspiring
yogi, Caroline brings that same devotion to her
artmaking practice. She is disciplined and curious,
ever willing to challenge and chart new ways of seeing
and portraying. She is fearless in this. That
fearlessness, the courage to test, experiment, be
guided by, and to trust her intuition is to her greatest
strength. It is without hesitation that I recommend
Caroline Karp and her series, Sails, Souls and Sparkle
to you.”

Dr. Jennifer Pazienza
Jennifer Pazienza Art Studio

IN THE PRESS
Featured in The Georgetowner: Inaugural Art All Night Fills the Avenue

Live Event Painting Georgetown Lutheran Church
Art All Night Georgetown, DC
Photo Credit Robert Devaney Editor in
Chief of the Georgetowner

IN THE PRESS
Interviewed in Voyage Tampa Rising Stars: Meet Caroline Karp

View from the Coastal Home

IN THE PRESS
Featured in Art NXT Level Journal: Artists in Their Studios: In the Now with Caroline Karp
A Sign of Hope

IN THE PRESS
Interviewed for an article in Her Story: Art Inspired by Life

A Sign of Hope

IN THE PRESS
Published in Arts Row: Teacher and Inspirational Painter: The Pathway to Artist

Bo Obama at the Chez Billy Sud

A spotlight on the inspiration behind a painting.
The spark of inspiration came in May 2021 when my family gathered in the historic neighborhood of
Georgetown in DC for Sebastian's graduation from Georgetown University. Our celebratory dinner
was at the Chez Billy Sud. Michelle Obama was there with her two friends and security detail as well.
Right there I decided this would be the painting in my DC collection.
I started the painting in the garden of our Air B&B where I created a studio for the week. There I
blocked out the idea and composition. Because of COVID restrictions, we watched my son graduate
from the AIR B&B... allowing me to keep painting. (big smile on my face!) In July I returned to DC
for a week of photoshoots with photographer Theresa Elliott who wanted to capture me painting live
around DC. I was honored to have the opportunity to paint at the Phillip Ratner Museum in Bethesda
to work on the painting among a group of friends all truly realizing the art of expressive living. The
next day of photoshoots was at Theresa's estate in Rockville where I added the finishing touches to
the painting. As you can see in the video link below, Bo Obama at the Chez Billy Sud found its forever
home in Rockville, MD with Jen. Watch her excitement as she comes to the studio and sees it for the
first time. It makes my heart sing every time I get that kind of reaction!

WHY I PAINT GEORGETOWN

When I journey through the world I notice natural beauty around me. I notice the way that color
and light communicate with one another. When the weather is cooperative, I set up an easel and
paint Plein Aire style. Other times I capture these moments through photography and go further
by composing the image on canvas.
I find so much beauty in ordinary spaces… In the reflections in big picture windows and soft colors
on buildings juxtaposed with nature.
I see the iconic buildings of Georgetown in a different way than they actually are. The colors are
more vibrant and I add my own characteristics to them.

Click here to go behind the painting

NATURE IN A METROPOLIS: C&O CANAL
As I was walking along the Chesapeake and Ohio canal, I observed the spectacular beauty of nature
in the canal even though there was no water and wild growth popping up. I understand that it is
sometimes called, “Grand Old Ditch.” I had the vision to show the juxtaposition of nature and the
splendid architecture of the overpass crafted by man.
I was inspired to paint the story of how moving it was to find this natural spot in the middle of this
crazy city with all of its energy. “Look at this beauty, this artistry of nature in the middle of a thriving
metropolis.” My wealth is to notice this story of a moment in time and to capture it on canvas.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
For as long as I can remember I have loved painting, travel, nature and reflection. My wellspring of
passion helps me to create beautiful artwork and art experiences. Just as the poet captures beauty
in his writing, I capture it in my artwork.
Much of my work begins while traveling to beautiful vistas. I then add finishing touches in my studio.
There is an imaginative and magical element to my work. It has been called hauntingly beautiful. I
enjoy studying ideas and learning about different topics through creating series paintings.
I believe that when I paint and when I paint with others, there is healing and transformation that
happens. This transformation is one toward empowerment.

THE DO AT ELLA-RUE

PATISSERIE POUPON: DOGS AND THEIR WALKE RS

An impressionist painting
of a beautiful scene in the
Georgetown neighborhood
in DC. It shows two dogs
enjoying a rest from their
long walk as their people
chat and have coffee. Oh,
look there’s an invitation
from the artist (Caroline)
to come on into her studio
and look at the artwork.
I imagine that every
Sunday morning these
ladies (not pictured) meet
up to walk their dogs and
get coffee at this local
pastry shop (Patisserie
Poupon). I saw them on
one of these walks and
then again later that
morning seated here with
the dogs resting.
It moves my soul because
It’s a slice of their life – a
moment in time that shows
connection, presence,
consistency, and
commitment. Isn’t that
what most of us are
striving for? A bit like a
Norman Rockwell painting.

TWILIGHT AT MARTIN’S TAVERN, GEORGETOWN

It’s like a place where everyone knows your name… if you are a regular. The twinkling stars
and Edison lighting create magnificent colors in the twilight of the evening. You can almost
imagine what is going on inside as old friends gather and proposals are being
made. Twilight at Martin’s Tavern – Georgetown, DC has a glow that invites the viewer
into the story of the painting.

FRANKIE AT THE DOG TAG BAKERY OF GEORGETOWN
Plein Air Painting in Georgetown, DC at the Dog Tag Bakery Each morning the sun comes up and
kisses all that it sees. There are those days when I catch the sun rising and also the sunset in one
painting. Here I am capturing how the light is dancing across the face of the building. The interest
comes when objects cast purple and orange shadows.
So much fun when this happens at the Dog Tag Bakery. My friend – photographer Theresa Elliot
and I are collaborating on this one. She is a Georgetown alum, Navy veteran and has a special
interest in the bakery. The bakery has quite the history and I learned about it while painting it.
Theresa captured a photo journal of this live painting event.

“C a r o l i n e h a s a n a m a z i n g w a y o f c r e a t i n g e v e r yd a y s c e n e s t h a t m a ke o u r l i ve s s p e c i a l ” - S a r a

CAROLINE KARP: CURRICULUM VITAE

For the most up to date curriculum vitae, click on this link Caroline Karp CV

CONTACT INFORMATION
+1813-205-4135
caroline@carolinekarpartist.com https://www.carolinekarpartist.com

CAROLINE KARP ARTIST
690 Main Street #66
Safety Harbor, Florida 34695

SOCIAL
LINKEDIN
FACEBOOK
INSTAGRAM
YOUTUBE
TWITTER

HISTORIC BUILDING
Focusing on the nature of
the beautiful gardens and
the time of day… right at
twilight, the “Historic
Building in Georgetown,
DC” glows and invites the
viewer right into the scene.

LIVE EVENT PAINTER

The Dog Tag Bakery

Photo Credit: Theresa Elliot

THE PINK LADY OF GEORGETOWN
When in DC… I am painting historical buildings and locations throughout the neighborhood
of Georgetown. Imagine seeing a Pantone Candy Cane Pink building covered with pink
flowers in the middle of a bustling city. Back in 2017, this building was the Greenworks
Florist in the historic Georgetown neighborhood of DC, just a few blocks away from the
main gate of Georgetown University.
I stopped in and bought Sebastian a Lucky Bamboo for his first college dorm room… a
special parting gift. I wanted to savor that moment and to do that I painted “The Pink Lady
of Georgetown”. Isn’t it cool?
There is just something that is unique and attractive about The Greenworks Florist –
Georgetown location. (now The Call Your Mother Deli) If you are on social media it pops up
everywhere and is the backdrop for many photo opportunities.
It features cool pink with a warm and glowing sidewalk and adjacent buildings. The “Pink
Lady” tells the story – “Look at what humanity has done to create beauty in the middle of
the city.”

Triumphant Sunflower in progress

